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Book ReviewMany people merely dream of traveling around the world. This highly unusual man

acts on his dreams. Every time he starts to wonder about an interesting place he has not been, he

simply packs his bags, grabs a camera and goes to the airport to claim his seat. Soon he is in

Brazil, China, Africa or anywhere there are people to meet, things to see and do, like taking

pictures, buying art, shaking hands, asking questions and being entertained by professional guides

and story tellers. "Hello, how are you, good to meet you. I'm Leon Freeman from Memphis,

Tennessee." I found his introduction by a tribesman in Papua New Guinea as a cousin the most

striking story of them all.Mr. Freeman retired from his school teaching career and immediately set

out to explore the world. Over the years he visited five continents, sixty-two countries and a string of

islands ringing the globe like pearls. He discovered one satisfying fundamental fact: in human

essence, we are all one. Whatever differences there might be in our outer physical appearance or

our diverse cultural extensions, there are no qualitative differences to the principle: 'all human

babies are created equal.'In this picture book, Mr. Freeman provides the viewer with unforgettable,

vicarious experiences to enjoy time and time again for many years to come.- Maia Jaribu Ajanaku,

SMU - Retired Teacher, Entrepreneur
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